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CHS - National & International 
(CNJ title = “STUDENTS GET NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE”)  

by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 
 

 The past couple of weeks have been eventful at Clovis High School in terms of 
participating in important national and international events. 
 Mesdames Jennifer Kelley and Diana Huey, French teachers at CHS, celebrated 
National French Week to provide a lively learning opportunity for their French students. 
Each day began with a student sharing a French word, phrase, or interesting fact with 
the entire school over the PA system. 
 These wonderful teachers have celebrated National French Week for a number 
of years now, and along with a variety of fun activities, impart the significance of our 
long historic relationship with France. Fun stuff includes French music – from Édith Piaf 
to Tal; trivia contests, special videos, guest speakers, French food, and much more. 
One morning was devoted to students serving croissants, at the same time teaching 
visitors a French word or phrase. 
 Guest speakers are often former CHS graduates, whose French has served them 
in their careers, and this year’s was no exception. Now a Marine, this former CHS 
French student shared his time spent in Paris with the Marines. Huey stated, “It’s 
important to convey to students the importance of celebrating across the nation and 
for students to learn about the possibilities of where a language can take them.” 
 Meantime, back on American soil (specifically, in the CHS Lecture Hall) Election 
Day, Scott Robinson’s history students held an all-day mock election. 
 As Robinson explained: “We hold the mock election with students from my 
classes serving as election workers, with another team tallying votes throughout the 
day.”  
 First thing I noticed was how sharp the student election workers looked: young 
men in shirt and ties; young ladies dressed up. “Every vote counts!” was the phrase 
heard repeatedly from Kassidy Furrow to prospective voters. 
 Robinson had been in touch with the city who had kindly loaned CHS actual 
voting booths, along with an actual “sample” ballot which was copied for students to 
use in voting. All the social studies classes filed in throughout the day and voted, as the 
workers checked them off their rosters and gave instructions on how to vote and where 
to submit their ballot. Over 1000 ballots were cast throughout the day. What a great 
educational opportunity, a real taste of the election process.  
 Jacques Coeur said “Å vaillant coeur rien d’impossible” (“For a valiant heart 
nothing is impossible”). No doubt about valiant hearts among CMS teachers who go 
above and beyond. 
 

Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy is the Instructional Technology Coordinator for the Clovis Municipal Schools and can be reached at 
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